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Abstract: The inventions in the field of Cloud computing with
mobile devices, cloudlets, Edge computing are sizzling growth of
IoT(Internet of Things) devices. The cloud computing technology
has its limitation in various attributes such as bandwidth, latency,
location awareness, resource constraints etc. In order to overcome
these issues, the edge computing, which is known as manipulating
the data at the edge of the network. In order to support various
integrated features with IoT such as storage, networking, home
energy management, augment reality fog computing provides
resource access to the network edge of the user. In the user side it
is confronted with serious security issues for data security. This
article provides the augmentation and orchestration of security
issues in fog computing. In this paper, first we check the
architecture of fog computing. Then we suggest broad taxonomy
of fog architecture with various architectures. Finally, this paper
is concluded with scope and future research in fog computing.
IndexTerms:Fogarchitecture,Access,control,cryptographyAuth
entication.

I. INTRODUCTION
The real time environment information’s are identified by
enabling them with sensors with large number of intelligent
devices. However, this scenario is changed in such a way that
the intelligent thigs such as laptops, sensors, smart cars, and
smart homes are connected through network of network in
order to perform data analysis. Hence, IoT devices play an
explosive growth with huge volume of data from physical
world. In 2020, 500 Zettabytes (ZB) of data will exceed in
IOT devices. Hence such situation move towards to the period
of Internet of Everything (IoE). Managing the physical objects
in the IoT network that are connected with various devices and
keeping the data securely is an important issue in IoT.

The above Fig 1 explains the three layered architecture for
Industrial IoT data processing layer stack. The Cloud layer
includes the Big data processing, Business logic, data ware
housing. The Fog layer [1][10]consists of processing data’s in
local network, data analysis and reduction, control response,
visualization/standardization. The edge layer consists of
Large volume of real time data processing. For example
embedded systems, gateways micro data storage devices are
example of edge devices. In real fog computing and edge
computing techniques are related. Both the techniques involve
bringing intellect and handling of data which are closer to
construction of data. The question arise is why cloud
computing network itself is not enough to process data. The
answer is in real time various physical constraints are exist
such as energy, space etc. In cloud, Fog computing platform
required by various application, such applications that require
very low and predictable latency, geo-distributed applications
such as pipeline monitoring, fast mobile applications such as
smart connected vehicles, rail communications, and large
scale distributed control systems such as smart grid. Fog
computing brings big data with a twist in the field of data
sources distributed geographically.

Fig 2. Relationship between cloud, Fog and Edge devices

Fig 1 Layered architecture of Fog Computing
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The Fig 2 depicts three level three level hierarchy of Fog
devices. In Fig 2, in order to attain inter layer and cross layer
communications various techniques are applied to unite with
each entity, wireless communications and various wired
communications. Each layer is accessible and flexible to
enhance the services to various entities based on the demand.
Cloud Computing is[11][12] involved in various areas of
Computer networking. Cloud computing based IoT
applications deliver diverse services in heterogeneous
collection
of
IoT
infrastructure based devices.
The data’s which are collected
from IoT devices are stored in
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cloud data center. The base layer i.e, the edge layer consists of
mobile IoT devices and static IoT devices. The devices
[13][14]belonging to similar proprietor form group to
communicate each other using adhoc networks. The IoT
devices are pre deployed in specific area to fulfil the tasks
predefined.
Fog Computing frame work spreads cloud computing to the
advantage of the network. Fog computing offers data,
application services to end-users. In various real time
applications such as smart grid, vehicular networks, software
defined networks the objective of Fog architecture is used.
Fog computing is initially visioned by CISCO to run directly
on the edge of the network. All network operating systems are
together framed as a single networked device by single
networked device. Unlike traditional Cloud data Centers Fog
devices are geographically distributed over various
heterogeneous platforms. Even though cloud computing frees
the enterprises, but various latency sensitive applications have
physical constrains such as energy, space to access the data.
For example, smart traffic light[15-22] systems which are
equipped with sensors need to measure the speed and distance
of vehicles from all the directions, need to detect presence of
pedestrians and the vehicles crossing the street. Smart traffic
light has goals such as accident prevention, steady flow of
traffic, collecting and improving the system.

II.

filters for security services. The services are classified by
based on the glossaries. The glossaries consists of violence,
sexual descriptions and secrets of states. In fog, the
application layer information are considered based on the
header of the protocol. Hence, the protocol files consists of
classification labels, which are delivered via the
communication technique. Two types of modes are used for
content classification using filters.

AUGMENTATION AND ORCHESTRATION OF
FOG COMPUTING

A. Block Chain Technique
Fig 3 depicts the proposed orchestration of fog computing
methodology In order to enhance security in existing cloud
architecture they proposed technique that consists of four
steps which are shown in Fig 4. Initially, cloud users selected
the cloud service provider. After the service has been selected,
the cloud users are given services such as task execution, data
management for users. Once the registration has been over,
the service provider accesses the transaction in the form of
block chain. The user supplies the reward for the provider.
The different services are made available to different
resource. Hence the proposed technique is fully transparent.
B. Content Aware Security Technique
Content aware security technique consists of content
classification based on various criteria’s. Fig 5 describes the
hierarchy of content classification technique. Content
matching is done by transferring related conditions. The
backward distance is calculated by computing current
possible distance. According to Open fog community, the fog
networks can have any attractive computing functions with
features. Fog networks can support horizontal structure,
continuous cloud to terminal service and system level. In this
work, the authors proposed horizontal structure. The security
[23-31]of the information content is given by managing
directly the objects. Hence, sender and receiver do not tamper
the messages. Additionally they used classification labels and
verified that the labels are not tampered between sender and
receiver. The filtering scheme is used in fog computing. The
filtering technique involves content matching and applying
Retrieval Number: B10250782S419/2019©BEIESP
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Fig 3. Orchestration of Fog computing Security

Fig 4. Steps in Block Chain Technique

The Middle ware fog mode consists of filtering canter and
supervision center. The supervision center consists of random
information, which passes the information to the users for
human inspection. The client fog software mode uses the
classification labels that are provided by criterion center.
Finally, they evaluated the performance with various
parameters such as end-to-end
communication delay, hit ratio,
accuracy, filtering accuracy.
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The authors proposed fog computing based content aware
filtering method that provides security services, which are
used in information-centric social networks. The proposed
Information-Centric Social Networks(IC-SN) improves
significant security in fog networks.

Steps in Cryptographic Based Secure
System

Generation (Key)
Encryption(Client)

Encryption(Fog)
Fig 5. Content Classification Method

Figure 6 explains types of modes presented in the proposed
technique.

Decryption(Fog)

Modes

Decryption(Client)

Fig 7.Cryptographic based Encryption and Decryption

Middle ware Fog
Mode

Client Fog
Filter Mode

Fig 6. Modes in content aware security technique

The Middle ware fog mode consists of filtering canter and
supervision center. The supervision center consists of random
information, which passes the information to the users for
human inspection. The client fog software mode uses the
classification labels that are provided by criterion center.
Finally, they evaluated the performance with various
parameters such as end-to-end communication delay, hit ratio,
accuracy, filtering accuracy. The authors proposed fog
computing based content aware filtering method that provides
security services, which are used in information-centric social
networks. The proposed Information-Centric Social
Networks(IC-SN) improves significant security in fog
networks.
C. Data and Cryptographic based Security Technique
In this technique, the trusted node is assumed as coordinator
or trusted authority. Fig 7 depicts the steps in detail.
List of procedures followed in this technique.
 Generation of Key
 Encryption(Client)
 Reencryption(Fog)
 Decryption(Fog)
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In key generation Public Elliptic curve parameters and a secret
master key is considered with fog node. In client encryption,
technique the cipher text is generated by considering the
random parameters with private key. In Fog, re-encryption
procedure the cipher text is computed by using elliptic curve
parameters. Next in Fog, decryption technique the
intermediate cipher is computed by using client key. Finally,
the client decryption[32-42] technique gets the intermediate
cipher from the private key and original message is obtained.
They compared their technique with RSA technique. They
used various types of parameters to evaluate their proposed
technique such as security level in the terms of bits with
execution time in milli seconds and with various types of data
sized in bytes. Finally, they proved that their proposed
technique performs better than existing RSA technique.
D. Data and Privacy in Fog Technique
W Data and Privacy[43-46] of any network consist of various
types of factors such as confidentiality, integrity, security in
data search, authentication, authorization, access control,
privacy-preserving etc. Various work has been carried out in
literature to provide data and privacy of edge devices. Data
confidentiality is done by considering encryption techniques
such as attribute Based Encryption, homomorphic encryption
and proxy re-encryption. The integrity of the data is
considered by using various functional aspects such as batch,
dynamic, privacy-preserving
and low difficulty. Searching
data securely by applying the
concepts of various
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encryption techniques. Various types of searching techniques
are available such as dynamic search, dynamic updating,

Access
Control
Model

proxy re- encryption. These techniques are provided to
improve the security of data. Authentication is very important
factor to trust domains in order to communicate with multiple
functional services and infrastructures. External and internal
adversaries are need to access sensitive information with
legitimate access. Each edge an fog domain should be
authenticated and trust validated.
Access control provides proper authentication technique
where the non-legitimate users can abuse the service
resources. Hence, it becomes the most important security
problem. The traditional security mechanisms, which
provides access control, are addressed to provide single
security. But the fog computing technology needs
distributed access control and access policies. Hence various
types of cryptographic created solutions such as attribute
created encryption, TPM founded access controls are used in
edge computing. Privacy preserving is the most important
security component in securing networks. One's private info
such as data, location, identity leakages may lead to very
serious condition..
Various types of security solutions are provided to secure data
and privacy of users. In identity based encryption, the sender
and receiver communicate securely by verifying the signatures
without exchanging the private or public key. Thus the
identity based encryption technique utilizes the services with
possession key directories and without using the services of
third party. This technique involves three main phases. They
are Encryption, Identity authentication and decryption. The
Attribute based encryption technique implements the concept
of controlling the capacity of the decrypted data owner in the
encrypted data. In this method it consists of two entities, they
are Trusted Authority (TA) and the user.
E. Access control in Fog Technique
Access control policy[47-51] in fog computing is known as if
the user needs to access some devices in order to do storage
and computational services it should be properly authorized
by data and services. Both the cloud and Fog environment
need to be reciprocally need access control policies. Side
channel attacks should be avoided to control virtual machines
(VMs). Latency is one of the most important characteristics of
fog computing where a reasonable response time must be
granted for applications. Various types of model are proposed
in literature to provide access control. The following fig 8
explains the classification of various types of access control
model in detail.
In DAC model based on user id's the data owner gives
permission to other users in the group. But this model is very
flexible and less secure This model results to overhead for
various applications in fog computing with multiple users. In
Mandatory Access Control technique based on resource-user
mapping the resources are distributed. The multi-layer
security system is applied where each object is mapped to
each subject based on key rules. In role based access control
model, this technique is more scalable to use in fog/cloud
environment

Discret
ionary
Access
control

Role-ba
sed
access
control
(RBAC
) model

Attribute
-based
access
control
(ABAC)
model

Fig 8: Types of Access control model

III. CONCLUSION
In this paper we surveyed various types of fog computing
orchestration and augmentation techniques in detail. This
paper suggests a wide survey in various aspects of security
issues and solution for fog computing. Fog computing has its
own advantages such as it reduces latency of applications. Fog
computing methodology can be deployed in mobile and
vehicular networks to obtain the good quality of service. In
this article first we have given the taxonomy of various
techniques involved in fog computing. Then we have analyzed
various security issues provided for fog architecture. Various
cryptographic algorithms are provided to secure fog networks.
Even though various security solutions are provided for fog
computing, the access control schemes are not suitable for fog
computing unlike cloud computing. Thus this paper provides
various techniques in fog computing conclusion section is not
required. Although a conclusion may review the main points
of the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A
conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or
suggest applications and extensions.
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